Learning depends on experience-dependent modification of synaptic efficacy and neuronal connectivity in the brain. We provide direct evidence for physiological roles of the recycling endosome protein GRASP1 in glutamatergic synapse function and animal behavior. Mice lacking GRASP1 showed abnormal excitatory synapse number, synaptic plasticity, and hippocampal-dependent learning and memory due to a failure in learning-induced synaptic AMPAR incorporation. We identified two GRASP1 point mutations from intellectual disability (ID) patients that showed convergent disruptive effects on AMPAR recycling and glutamate uncaginginduced structural and functional plasticity. Wildtype GRASP1, but not ID mutants, rescued spine loss in hippocampal CA1 neurons in Grasp1 knockout mice. Together, these results demonstrate a requirement for normal recycling endosome function in AMPAR-dependent synaptic function and neuronal connectivity in vivo, and suggest a potential role for GRASP1 in the pathophysiology of human cognitive disorders.
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In Brief
Chiu et al. report GRASP1 function in regulating in vivo synapse number, learning-dependent AMPAR synaptic incorporation, synaptic plasticity, and cognition. GRASP1 mutations identified from intellectual disability patients show convergent effects on AMPAR recycling as well as structural and functional plasticity.
SUMMARY
Learning depends on experience-dependent modification of synaptic efficacy and neuronal connectivity in the brain. We provide direct evidence for physiological roles of the recycling endosome protein GRASP1 in glutamatergic synapse function and animal behavior. Mice lacking GRASP1 showed abnormal excitatory synapse number, synaptic plasticity, and hippocampal-dependent learning and memory due to a failure in learning-induced synaptic AMPAR incorporation. We identified two GRASP1 point mutations from intellectual disability (ID) patients that showed convergent disruptive effects on AMPAR recycling and glutamate uncaginginduced structural and functional plasticity. Wildtype GRASP1, but not ID mutants, rescued spine loss in hippocampal CA1 neurons in Grasp1 knockout mice. Together, these results demonstrate a requirement for normal recycling endosome function in AMPAR-dependent synaptic function and neuronal connectivity in vivo, and suggest a potential role for GRASP1 in the pathophysiology of human cognitive disorders.
INTRODUCTION
The ability to learn and adapt to the changing environment is crucial for human cognition and has long been thought to depend on experience-dependent modification of synaptic efficacy and circuit connectivity in the brain (Bailey and Kandel, 1993; Bliss and Collingridge, 1993; Kessels and Malinow, 2009) . Dysregulated synaptic structure and function are associated with brain disorders ranging from neurodevelopmental to neurodegenerative diseases such as intellectual disability (ID), autism, and Alzheimer's disease (Selkoe, 2002; Volk et al., 2015) . Synaptic plasticity, one of the most promising cellular models for learning and memory, often refers to a functional adaptation that transforms patterned neuronal activity into long-lasting changes in synaptic efficacy: long-term potentiation (LTP) or long-term depression (LTD). At glutamatergic synapses, LTP and LTD require the addition or removal of synaptic AMPAtype glutamate receptors (AMPARs). Therefore, the mechanisms that regulate AMPAR trafficking are critical for synaptic plasticity and human cognitive behaviors (Huganir and Nicoll, 2013; Kessels and Malinow, 2009) .
AMPARs conduct the majority of fast excitatory synaptic transmission in the CNS and are tetrameric receptors composed of subunits GluA1-4 (Shepherd and Huganir, 2007) . To adjust synaptic efficacy, AMPARs are dynamically regulated through continual endocytosis, sorting and recycling to the cell surface, or lysosomal degradation (Anggono and Huganir, 2012; van der Sluijs and Hoogenraad, 2011) . AMPAR-interacting proteins are key players in these processes. For example, PICK1 (protein interacting with C kinase 1) is involved in the retention of endocytosed AMPARs (Perez et al., 2001; Xia et al., 1999) whereas GRIP1 (glutamate receptor interacting protein 1) regulates reinsertion of AMPARs into dendrites and synapses (Dong et al., 1999; Mao et al., 2010; Steiner et al., 2005) . Synapse function is also regulated by Rab family GTPases, molecular motors, or SNARE membrane fusion proteins via regulation of endocytic AMPAR trafficking under basal conditions and in response to neuronal activity (Esteban, 2008; Gu et al., 2016; Jurado et al., 2013; Petrini et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2008) .
Recycling endosomes regulate the balance of lipids and membrane proteins in the plasma membrane and are important for many cellular processes including cell adhesion, migration, and morphogenesis (Grant and Donaldson, 2009; Maxfield and McGraw, 2004) . In cultured hippocampal neurons, recycling endosomes have been reported to be a key source to supply AMPARs and membrane per se at glutamatergic synapses. A general block of recycling endosomes with dominant-negative Rab11 or Syntaxin13 (Stx13) interferes with endosome fusion and impairs activity-induced synaptic AMPAR targeting and synaptic potentiation (Park et al., 2004; Petrini et al., 2009 ). Similarly, blocking recycling endosome trafficking abolishes activitydependent membrane trafficking and subsequent expansion of existing spines as well as formation of new spines (Park et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2008) . While these results strongly support an activity-dependent role for recycling endosomes in coordinating synaptic structure and function in neurons, the underlying molecular mechanisms involved and their physiological roles in vivo remain unexplored.
GRASP1 (GRIP-associated protein 1) is a neuron-specific endosomal protein, which was identified as part of an AMPAR complex through a direct interaction with the AMPAR scaffolding protein GRIP1 (Ye et al., 2000) . Recycling endosomes are formed through a series of membrane fusions of Rab5-positive early endosomes to Rab4-positive early/recycling endosomes, and Rab4-positive endosomes to Rab11-positive mature recycling endosomes destined for exocytosis to the plasma membrane (Sö nnichsen et al., 2000) . Recently, GRASP1 was reported to play an important role in promoting recycling endosome maturation by facilitating the transition from Rab4-to Rab11-positive recycling endosomes (Hoogenraad et al., 2010) . As a recycling endosome protein that also interacts with the AMPAR complex, we hypothesize that GRASP1 may be a key molecule essential for experience-dependent remodeling of synaptic transmission and structure necessary for proper learning and memory.
Here, we report that Grasp1 knockout (KO) mice exhibit decreased glutamatergic synaptic connectivity and defective synaptic plasticity in the hippocampus. Moreover, Grasp1 KO mice displayed significantly impaired associative and spatial learning and memory, likely due to a failure in learning-induced synaptic AMPAR targeting. Furthermore, we identified two GRASP1 mutations that segregate with severe ID. GRASP1 ID mutations impaired activity-dependent AMPAR recycling by trapping internalized AMPAR in recycling endosomes and altering their interactions with key endosomal proteins, GRIP1 and Stx13. Molecular replacement with GRASP1 ID mutants significantly impaired glutamate uncaging-induced AMAPR incorporation and spine enlargement. Expression of wild-type (WT) GRASP1, but not ID-associated mutants, rescued spine loss in hippocampal CA1 neurons in Grasp1 KO mice, demonstrating the functional significance of ID mutations in vivo. Together, our study provides insights for the physiological and pathological roles of GRASP1 in regulating experience-dependent synaptic strengthening and cognitive functions.
RESULTS

Grasp1 KO Mice Exhibit Decreased Glutamatergic Synapses
To investigate physiological functions of GRASP1 in vivo, we generated Grasp1 KO mice ( Figure S1 ) and tested whether GRASP1 regulates basal AMPAR-mediated synaptic transmission. Spontaneous miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSCs) were isolated and recorded from hippocampal CA1 neurons of juvenile (postnatal day [P]21-P23) Grasp1 animals. A change in mEPSC amplitude indicates a change in the number of AMPARs at postsynaptic sites, while a change in mEPSC frequency suggests alteration of synapse number or presynaptic vesicle release probability. We found no change in the mEPSC amplitude between WT and KO mice, suggesting GRASP1 does not regulate steady-state postsynaptic AMPAR number ( Figures 1B and 1D ). However, mEPSC frequency in KO mice was significantly reduced compared to WT littermates (Figures 1A and 1C) , suggesting that GRASP1 mediates neuronal connectivity and/or presynaptic glutamate release. To test whether the reduced mEPSC frequency reflects a decrease in glutamatergic synapse number, we crossed Grasp1 mice with Thy1-GFP transgenic mice to sparsely label CA1 neurons with a GFP-fill ( Figure 1E ). We found that the glutamatergic synapse density, quantified as the number of spines on secondary dendrites, was significantly lower in juvenile KO than WT littermates ( Figures 1E and 1F ), suggesting that GRASP1 regulates neuronal connectivity in the developing hippocampus.
Grasp1 KO Mice Show Deficient Synaptic Plasticity
To test whether GRASP1 influences synaptic plasticity, we examined NMDA receptor (NMDAR)-mediated LTP induced by theta burst stimulation (TBS). LTP induction resulted in an initially less potentiated field excitatory postsynaptic potential (fEPSP) and remained reduced for at least 1 hr in Grasp1 KO mice . Since this form of LTP results from an increase in postsynaptic AMPARs (Huganir and Nicoll, 2013) , these results suggest that GRASP1 is required for the appropriate delivery of synaptic AMPARs in response to TBS. On the other hand, NMDAR-mediated LTD was not different between KO and WT mice ( Figures 2D and 2E) , suggesting a specific role of GRASP1 in activity-dependent incorporation, but not removal, of synaptic AMPARs.
We further tested whether GRASP1 regulates presynaptic function by comparing paired-pulse ratios (PPRs), a standard approach to assess neurotransmitter release probability. Grasp1 KO mice showed comparable PPRs in a wide range of interstimulus intervals, suggesting that GRASP1 does not regulate presynaptic vesicle release ( Figure 2F ). Together with the observation that Grasp1 KO mice had fewer spines, we concluded that the attenuated mEPSC frequency reflects primarily a reduction in glutamatergic inputs onto hippocampal CA1 neurons.
Grasp1 KO Mice Display Impaired Cognitive Function and Learning-Induced Synaptic AMPAR Delivery Next, we tested whether GRASP1 is required for normal animal behavior using the Morris water maze (MWM) task, a hippocampal-dependent learning and memory assay (Morris, 1984) . To test spatial learning, adult (2-5 months old) Grasp1 mice were trained to locate a hidden platform in association with four visual cues in a water maze. Mice were automatically tracked and their swim latencies and distances to the platform were analyzed for 8 sessions over a 4-day period. During the initial training sessions, KO and WT mice spent similar time and swam a similar distance to find the hidden platform, suggesting they have comparable swim and motor capability ( Figure 3A) . However, WT mice learned to locate the platform rapidly and reached their plateau performance by the fifth session, whereas the KO mice did not achieve similar latency until session 7 ( Figure 3A ). Similar learning curves were observed with swim distance analysis (Figure S2C) . To test spatial memory, we conducted a probe test 1 day after the final training session in which mice were exposed to the same arena but the platform was removed. In contrast to WT mice, which spent significantly more time in the target quadrant, KO mice showed no spatial preference and made fewer crossings over the prior platform location (Figures 3B and 3C) , indicating their impaired memory retention. When exposed to the same arena with a visible platform at different quadrants, mice of either genotype showed similar latencies and distances to the platform, indicating their normal visual perception and swimming capability (Figures S2D and S2E) . Together, these data suggest that GRASP1 is critical for hippocampal-dependent spatial learning and memory.
Learning induces LTP in the hippocampus in vivo by incorporating more AMPARs into synapses (Whitlock et al., 2006) , whereas blocking synaptic delivery of AMPARs is known to impair hippocampus-dependent learning (Mitsushima et al., 2011) . To test whether GRASP1 regulates experience-dependent synaptic AMPAR delivery in vivo, we used inhibitory avoidance (IA), a single-trial associative learning task previously shown to induce LTP and synaptic AMPAR incorporation in the dorsal hippocampus (Cammarota et al., 1998; Whitlock et al., 2006) . Adult mice were first habituated to an arena consisting of light and dark chambers separated by a guillotine-style gate. When introduced to the light side, both WT and KO littermates shortly entered the dark chamber due to a natural preference for a dark environment ( Figures S2F and 3D ). During IA training, a mild foot shock was delivered to the mice upon entering the dark chamber. When tested 24 hr after shock, WT animals displayed a long step-through latency, showing clear associative memory, while Grasp1 KO mice showed significantly shorter step-through latency, indicating their impairment in IA learning/ memory ( Figure 3D ). Because impaired synaptic connectivity and LTP were observed in juvenile mice, we further tested IA on 3-week-old Grasp1 mice. Similarly, juvenile KO mice showed a shorter step-through latency to the dark chamber after shock ( Figure 3E ), indicating that IA learning/memory impairment occurs early during development.
To test whether GRASP1 is required for learning-induced synaptic AMPAR delivery, we isolated the postsynaptic density (PSD) fraction, highly enriched in synaptic proteins, from the dorsal hippocampus of adult Grasp1 mice 30 min following IA training. Consistent with previous findings, we found that in WT animals, IA training increased the levels of GluA1, 2, and 3 AMPAR subunits compared to littermates that did not receive a foot shock ( Figures 3F and 3G ). The learning-induced increase in synaptic glutamate receptors is AMPAR specific because we did not detect changes in the NMDAR subunit GluN1 or the metabotropic glutamate receptor 5 (mGluR5). Remarkably, this learning-induced increase in AMPAR is completely abolished in KO mice (Figures 3F and 3G) . AMPARs in the post-nuclear supernatant 1 (S1) fraction remain comparable regardless of the genotype and IA training, indicating that GRASP1 is specifically required for synaptic delivery of AMPARs during IA learning ( Figures 3H and 3I ). Taken together, these data demonstrate a critical role for GRASP1 in spatial (MWM) and associative (IA) learning and memory, likely via regulation of activity-dependent AMPAR trafficking and synaptic potentiation.
Neuronal Activity Recruits GRASP1 to Synapses and Increases Its Association with AMPARs
To understand the cellular mechanisms by which GRASP1 enhances AMPAR synaptic targeting during LTP, we used primary neurons with a well-established glycine-induced, NMDARdependent chemical LTP (cLTP) protocol that elicits synaptic AMPAR insertion supplied from recycling endosomes (Lu et al., 2001; Park et al., 2004) . Consistent with previous reports, we observed a 20%-30% increase in synaptic GluA1-3 subunits in PSD fractions upon glycine treatment ( Figures 4A and 4B ). Interestingly, we also detected a significant increase in the abundance of GRASP1 and GRIP1 in the PSD, substantially larger than AMPARs ( Figures 4A and 4B ). We did not observe significant differences in the endocytosis trafficking protein, PICK1, or another GRASP1-interacting endosomal protein, Stx13 ( Figures 4A and 4B) . Notably, we saw no changes in total cellular levels of these proteins before and after cLTP, indicating that the PSD enrichments of GRASP1, GRIP1, and AMPARs are a result of trafficking events rather than an effect on total protein levels ( Figures 4A and 4C ). If GRASP1 and GRIP1 were actively recruited to synaptic fractions to facilitate AMPAR insertion during plasticity, we would expect to see an increase in their interaction with AMPARs upon glycine treatment. To test this, we immunoprecipitated AMPARs using a GluA1 antibody from cultured neurons before and after glycine treatment at various times. The presence of GRASP1 and GRIP1 in the immunoprecipitates indicated that GRASP1 is part of the GluA1/2 AMPAR protein complex ( Figures  4D-4G ). Moreover, we observed that both GRASP1-AMPAR and GRIP1-AMPAR associations were significantly enhanced at 5 and 10 min following glycine stimulation ( Figures 4D-4F ). Together, these data suggest that GRASP1 and GRIP1 function cooperatively to facilitate synaptic AMPAR delivery during activity-dependent synaptic potentiation.
Identification of GRASP1 Mutations in X-Linked Intellectual Disability Patients Given GRASP1's function in neuronal connectivity, synaptic plasticity, and learning/memory in mice, we hypothesized that GRASP1 may be important for human cognitive function. Interestingly, GRASP1 is an X chromosome gene located at Xp11.23, a region that has been previously associated with ID and autism (Chung et al., 2011; Edens et al., 2011; Giorda et al., 2009) . We performed a screen on a cohort of well-characterized male probands (n = 400) with ID and a pedigree consistent with X-linked (XL) inheritance (Wu et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2007) . In one XL-ID family, we identified a GRASP1 missense mutation, c.2465G>A; p.R822Q, in two brothers with severe ID. This mutation segregated with the ID phenotype in this family ( Figure S3 ) and was not found in a screen of 1,377 males with normal cognitive function. X chromosomeexome sequencing of the affected brothers identified no additional causal mutation for the ID phenotype (Niranjan et al., Table S1 for values of all sessions). (B) Percentage of time spent in each quadrant in probe trials. Grasp1 WT, but not KO, showed a significant preference for quadrant 2, the target quadrant (percent time in quadrant 2, WT [33.6% ± 2.0%] and KO [25.8% ± 1.8%]; p = 0.005, two-way ANOVA; see Table S2 for values of all quadrants (legend continued on next page) 2015). Further screening of this XL-ID cohort identified another missense mutation, c.218G>A; p.S73N, in a 28-year-old male with severe ID and a pedigree consistent with X-linked inheritance (BH0092, Human Genetics Collection, ECACC). This mutation was not found in a screen of 1,295 males with normal cognitive function. Interestingly, both R822Q and S73N mutations involve evolutionarily conserved residues, suggesting that these sites may be important for GRASP1 function ( Figure 5B ). Two polymorphic GRASP1 missense variants, c.536C>T; p.P179L and c.1733A>C; p.E578A, were identified in both ID patients and normal controls in this study.
GRASP1 ID Mutants Show Impaired Activity-Dependent AMPAR Trafficking
To test whether GRASP1 ID mutations impact endosomal recycling of AMPARs, we employed a molecular replacement approach to examine AMPA-induced AMPAR recycling. Hippocampal neurons were transfected with GFP alone, or together with a short hairpin RNA (shRNA) targeting endogenous GRASP1 for protein knockdown (KD) and shRNA-resistant GRASP1 WT, S73N, or R822Q. Transfected neurons were stimulated with or without AMPA for 2 min to induce AMPAR internalization followed by a 58 min recovery period during which internalized AMPARs recycle back to the cell surface (Hoogenraad et al., 2010) . Surface levels of endogenous GluA2 (sGluA2) were used as an indicator to evaluate the effect of GRASP1 ID mutations on AMPAR recycling since we did not observe a difference in the AMPA-induced AMPAR internalization in GRASP1 ID mutant-replaced cells ( Figure S4 ). In mock-treated neurons, sGluA2 signals were comparable among all groups, demonstrating that neither loss of GRASP1 nor expression of GRASP1 ID mutants affects basal AMPAR surface expression (Figures 5C and 5E) . However, 58 min following AMPA stimulation, when most AMPARs have recycled back to surface in controls, KD neurons showed significantly less sGluA2, suggesting that GRASP1 is required for efficient AMPAR recycling (Figures 5D and 5F). We observed a full rescue of the sGluA2 level when neurons were co-transfected with a shRNA-resistant WT GRASP1. However, neither of the ID mutations rescued the reduced sGluA2, indicating a convergent effect of these ID mutants on activity-dependent AMPAR recycling ( Figures 5D and 5F ).
GRASP1 ID Mutants Accumulated AMPAR in Recycling Endosomes and Exhibited Altered Binding to Endosomal Proteins
To dissect the cellular mechanism underlying the recycling deficits in neurons expressing mutant GRASP1, we labeled the internalized GluA2 (iGluA2) and systematically examined their co-localizations with early, recycling, and late endosomes using the well-known markers, early endosome antigen 1 (EEA1), Stx13, and lysosomal-associated membrane protein 1 (LAMP1), respectively. Neurons transfected with GFP, KD, and shRNA-resistant GRASP1 WT, S73N, or R822Q were first livelabeled with antibodies against extracellular domain of GluA2 subunits, followed by AMPA stimulation to induce AMPAR/antibody internalization and subsequent recycling. Forty-three minutes after AMPA treatment, we blocked the surface GluA2 antibodies with non-conjugated secondary antibodies. After fixation and permeabilization, iGluA2 antibodies were labeled with fluorescent-conjugated secondary antibodies to quantify their percent co-localization with each endosome marker. We found that the remaining iGluA2 in neurons replaced with either ID mutant (S73N and R822Q) showed significantly more co-localizations with Stx13 than the WT neurons ( Figure 6B ). The colocalization of iGluA2 with either EEA1 or LAMP1 was, however, comparable in all neurons (Figures 6A and 6C) , indicating that the internalized AMPARs likely accumulated in recycling endosomes, but not in early or late endosomes. These data further support our argument that the reduction in sGluA2 following AMPA stimulation in ID mutant-replaced neurons ( Figures 5D  and 5F ) is a result of recycling effect, but not AMPAR degradation.
To understand how GRASP1 ID mutations impact endosomal recycling at the molecular level, we examined the interaction of GRASP1 ID mutants with all known endosomal proteins reported to interact with GRASP1, including GRIP1, Stx13, and Rab4. Notably, R882Q is located on a previously identified GRIP1 binding domain (GBD) ( Figure 5A ) (Ye et al., 2000) and thus may affect GRIP1 interaction. To test the interaction of GRASP1 with GRIP1, we co-expressed GFP-tagged GRIP1 with either WT, ID mutants (S73N or R822Q), or a GBD deletion mutant (dGBD) of GRASP1 in HEK293 cells. The expression levels of mutant and WT GRASP1 are comparable, suggesting that these mutations do not affect protein stability (Input; Figures 6D-6F ). We then immunoprecipitated GRIP1-containing protein complexes with GFP antibodies and performed western blot analysis to quantify the amount of GRASP1 in the GRIP1 protein complexes. As predicted, R822Q and dGBD mutants showed a significant decrease in GRIP1 binding ( Figure 6D) . Notably, the reduction of R822Q bound to GRIP1 was similar to dGBD, which deleted the major GRIP1 binding domain, demonstrating a strong disruptive effect of R822Q in GRIP1 interaction. In contrast, S73N showed a 2-fold increase in GRIP1 binding ( Figure 6D ). To test the interaction of GRASP1 with Stx13, we immunoprecipitated endogenous Stx13-containing protein complexes with Stx13 antibodies. S73N mutant showed a dramatic increase (>5-fold) in binding to Stx13 compared to GRASP1 WT, while R822Q and dGBD showed comparable (D) Representative western blots showing co-immunoprecipitation of GluA1 with GRASP1, GRIP1, and GluA2 from neurons not treated (NT) or glycine treated for 5 min followed by a 0-25 min recovery. interactions with Stx13 ( Figure 6E ). We did not observe any differences between Rab4 interactions with WT or ID mutants, whereas dGBD showed a significant decrease in binding to Rab4 in cells expressing GFP-tagged Rab4 and GRASP1 WT or mutants ( Figure 6F ). In summary, these results suggest that ID-associated GRASP1 mutations may impair brain function via altered GRASP1 interaction with GRIP1-and/or Stx13-mediated endosomal machinery. Moreover, the impact of ID mutations is likely to be independent of Rab4, or downstream of Rab4-mediated recycling endosome trafficking.
GRASP1 ID Mutants Impair Synaptic Plasticity at Single Spines and Fail to Rescue Spine Number Deficit in
Grasp1 KO Animals To examine the functional impact of GRASP1 ID mutants on synaptic delivery of AMPARs and synaptic structure, we performed live imaging of GluA1/2 tagged with SEP, a pH-sensitive GFP that becomes fluorescent only when receptors are on the cell surface, as well as spine morphology with a cell-fill dsRed2 to monitor dynamic changes of AMPAR content and spine size during LTP. Consistent with previous findings (Matsuzaki et al., 2004) , patterned activity delivered by glutamate uncaging induces LTP with a rapid and stable increase in SEP-AMPARs on uncaged spines and enlargements of the uncaged spines in control neurons ( Figures 7A-7F ). The LTP-induced increases in AMPAR content and spine size were, however, reduced in neurons with GRASP1 KD (Figures 7A-7F ). Although we observed full rescue of these KD phenotypes with a hairpin-resistant WT GRASP1, replacement with either S73N or R822Q failed to do so ( Figures 7A-7F ), indicating that both ID mutants produce deficits in activity-dependent synaptic efficacy and spine structure.
To investigate the influences of GRASP1 ID mutants in vivo, we delivered GRASP1 WT or ID mutants into CA1 neurons of Grasp1 animals by in utero electroporation and examined their effects on synapse number at P21. Consistent with our findings obtained from Thy1-GFP mice, we observed that dsRed2-expressing neurons have fewer spines in KO mice compared to WT mice ( Figures 7G-7I ). This deficit in Grasp1 KO mice can be rescued by expression of WT GRASP1, but not S73N or R822Q ( Figures  7G-7I ), indicating that both ID mutants can impact neuronal connectivity in mice.
DISCUSSION
Endocytic membrane trafficking regulates many cellular processes by controlling lipids and membrane proteins on the cell surface. This machinery is particularly important for neurons considering the high membrane-to-cytoplasm ratio and the requirements for membrane receptors, channels, and adhesion molecules for neuronal function. Recently, disrupted endocytic trafficking found in many brain disorders has attracted much attention. Defective endocytosis is implicated in schizophrenia and bipolar disorder (Dev and Henley, 2006; Schubert et al., 2012) , impaired endosomal sorting is linked to Down syndrome (Wang et al., 2013) , and altered endosomal recycling is associated with autism (Mejias et al., 2011) . These discoveries together suggest a critical role for endocytic trafficking in human cognition, although the underlying molecular mechanisms remain largely unknown.
Here we provide direct physiological evidence for functions of the recycling endosome protein GRASP1 in neuronal connectivity and synaptic plasticity in the mammalian hippocampus. Mice lacking GRASP1 exhibited significant learning and memory impairments, likely due to a failure in learning-induced synaptic AMPAR delivery. In support of a role for GRASP1 in cognition, we identified two GRASP1 mutations that segregate with severe ID phenotypes in unrelated XL-ID families. These mutations appear to drive accumulation of internalized AMPARs in the recycling endosome, likely due to altered bindings to key recycling endosomal proteins, GRIP1 and Stx13, and result in impaired activity-dependent AMPAR recycling. Both ID mutants also showed convergent effects on blocking LTP-induced AMPAR insertion and spine enlargement at single spines as well as regulating spine density in CA1 pyramidal neurons in mice. Together, our results demonstrate critical roles of GRASP1 in regulating neuronal function and animal cognition, and link aberrant AMPAR recycling to ID etiology.
GRASP1 Function in Synaptic Transmission
Our finding that Grasp1 KO mice have impaired LTP but normal mEPSC amplitude suggests that GRASP1 is selectively required for activity-dependent AMPAR trafficking and synaptic strengthening. Several studies in hippocampal neurons or slices have revealed the existence of multiple endocytic trafficking pathways for AMPARs. Basal synaptic transmission regulated by constitutive AMPAR trafficking pathways involves endocytosis that is clathrin/dynamin independent, recycling that is mediated by TC10 GTPase, and exocytosis that is mediated by Rab8 and synaptobrevin2 (Esteban, 2008; Gu et al., 2016; Jurado et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2015) . The activity-dependent pathway, best studied in NMDAR-dependent LTP, involves endocytosis that is mediated by clathrin/dynamin; recycling mediated by Stx13, Rab11, and Rab8; and exocytosis that is mediated by SNAP47, Stx3, and synaptobrevin2 (Brown et al., 2007; Jurado et al., 2013; Park et al., 2004) . Although there are shared proteins in both pathways, the constitutive and activity-dependent (C) Representative images of rat hippocampal neurons and dendritic segments transfected with GFP and a control vector (Vector ctrl), shRNA for GRASP1 protein knockdown (KD), or KD plus either GRASP1 WT, S73N, or R822Q with mock treatment. A highlighted dendritic region (red box) is shown at higher magnification with separate channels to show GFP, surface GluA2 (sGluA2), and total GluA2/3 (tGluA2/3) staining. Patterson et al., 2010) . Consistently, we found an $2-fold enrichment of GRASP1 in the PSD fraction and an increased GRASP1/AMPAR association after cLTP stimulation in neurons. GRASP1-mediated recycling may therefore overcome the narrow spine neck barrier to facilitate fast and efficient AMPAR incorporation near synapses at given active spines to enhance synaptic strength. Whether GRASP1 is enriched only at active spines to perform input-specific AMPAR delivery required for proper experience-dependent synaptic strengthening and accurate memory encoding will be interesting to address in the future studies. Notably, the source of AMPAR supply is not restricted to spines. Several studies have shown that extrasynaptic plasma membrane pools of AMPARs are critical for LTP expression (Granger et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2009) , and the lateral diffusion of AMPARs into spines affects synaptic AMPAR numbers during LTP (Makino and Malinow, 2009; Petrini et al., 2009) . Further experiments are needed to examine whether GRASP1-mediated recycling also occurs at dendritic shafts and contributes to the lateral diffusion-dependent synaptic AMPAR incorporation. Local shaft insertion in response to activity may facilitate AMPAR delivery to neighboring, non-active synapses and underlie clustered synaptic plasticity (Harvey and Svoboda, 2007; Makino and Malinow, 2011) .
Notably, the role of GRASP1 in activity-dependent synaptic delivery of AMPARs is not subunit specific. Although the traditional view of LTP is GluA1 driven, these findings rely heavily on the trafficking of ectopically overexpressed GluA1 or GluA2, which is known to preferentially form homomers when overexpressed alone (Makino and Malinow, 2009; Shi et al., 1999) . However, the majority of AMPARs at Schaffer collateral-CA1 synapses consist of GluA1/2 and GluA2/3 heteromers (Wenthold et al., 1996) . Therefore, it is not clear whether the trafficking of GluA1 or GluA2 homomers represents the trafficking of endogenous GluA1-or GluA2-containing AMPARs. Our results from glycine-stimulated cultured neurons and IA-trained animals showed that the PSD enrichment of endogenous AMPARs contains GluA1, 2, and 3 subunits, likely reflecting an increase in both GluA1/2 and GluA2/3 heteromers. Our findings are consistent with reports from another group (Whitlock et al., 2006) , indicating that both GluA1 and GluA2 are recruited to synapse during learning in vivo. GRASP1 KD in cultured neurons affects both GluA1 and GluA2 recycling to the same degree (Hoogenraad et al., 2010), further suggesting that GRASP1 regulates trafficking of both GluA1-and GluA2-containing AMPARs. Although GRASP1 and GRIP1 do not interact with GluA1 directly, the direct binding capability of GRIP1 to GluA2 suggests that GRASP1 can regulate GluA1-containing AMPARs in the form of GluA1/2 heteromers and GluA2 can be actively involved in AMPAR insertion during LTP. Our results from GluA1 immunoprecipitation during plasticity revealed a stable association of GluA1 with GluA2 subunits, but the rapid recruitment of GRASP1 and GRIP1 into the GluA1 protein complex upon cLTP stimulation further supports that GRASP1/GRIP1 can regulate the trafficking of GluA1-containing AMPAR trafficking in a form of GluA1/2 heteromers.
GRASP1 Function in Neuronal Connectivity
Hippocampal CA1 neurons from juvenile Grasp1 KO mice exhibited decreased spine density and lower AMPA mEPSC frequency. In utero delivery of GRASP1 WT, but not ID mutants rescues spine density deficits in Grasp1 KO mice, indicating that mutations of GRASP1 compromise functional synapses and neuronal connectivity in the developing hippocampus. How does GRASP1 regulate synapse density? In cultured neurons, recycling endosomes positively regulate spine formation and structure. Interfering with recycling endosome trafficking by manipulating Rab11 and Stx13 functions bi-directionally regulates spine density under basal states, likely through altering the supply of biological membrane (Hirling et al., 2000; Park et al., 2006) . Loss of GRASP1 causes an aggregation of early and recycling endosome membranes as well as a significant decrease in spine density in cultured neurons (Hoogenraad et al., 2010) . These findings suggest that recycling endosomes may serve as a more general regulator in mediating basal neuronal connectivity.
In addition to the increased synaptic AMPARs, LTP also induces robust structural remodeling, including formation of new spines and expansion of pre-existing spines (Matsuzaki et al., 2004; Park et al., 2006; Watson et al., 2016) . Both types of plasticity-induced structural remodeling can be completely abolished by disrupting recycling endosome trafficking (Park et 2006; Wang et al., 2008) . Our finding that spine enlargement at single spines after glutamate uncaging-induced LTP was blocked following KD of GRASP1 or molecular replacement of ID mutants provides direct evidence that GRASP1-mediated endosomal trafficking is critical for structural plasticity. Interestingly, KD of GRASP1 in cultured neurons appears to have no effect on cLTP-induced spine addition (Hoogenraad et al., 2010) , suggesting that the GRASP1-mediated recycling endosome trafficking may be selectively required in active spines for activity-dependent spine enlargement.
GRASP1 Function in Cognition
Grasp1 KO mice exhibited significant impairments in learning and memory, and the identification of GRASP1 mutations from severe ID patients further supports the significance of GRASP1 in human cognitive function. The R822Q mutation of GRASP1 localized within the GBD prevents its interaction with GRIP1. GRIP1, a major scaffold protein for GluA2 and 3, is required for AMPAR recycling and exocytosis via interaction with the exocyst complex (Dong et al., 1997; Mao et al., 2010) . Interestingly, GRIP1 SNPs that alter AMPAR recycling are associated with human autism, often comorbid with ID (Mejias et al., 2011) . GRASP1 may thus work cooperatively with GRIP1 for selective recycling of AMPARs to maintain proper brain function. In support of this, we observed an increased association of AMPAR with GRASP1 and GRIP1 as well as a co-enrichment in the PSD fraction following cLTP. Moreover, R882Q mutation impairs GRASP1-GRIP1 interaction and accumulates AMPARs in the recycling endosomes, suggesting that AMPARs require GRASP1-GRIP1 interaction to traffic out of recycling endosomes for subsequent surface insertion. GRASP1 may thus serve as a gate to regulate internal pools of receptors before final exocytosis to regulate the supply of AMPARs and determine synaptic strength and synaptic plasticity. Stx13 is a target-SNARE protein that can form a complex with SNAP25 and VAMP2 to mediate membrane fusion during recycling (Prekeris et al., 1998) . Additionally, Stx13 is known to function together with GRASP1 to facilitate the maturation of Rab4-positive endosomes into Rab11-positive recycling endosomes (Hoogenraad et al., 2010) . Disrupting Stx13 function blocks activity-dependent AMPAR insertion and synaptic strengthening (Park et al., 2004) as well as basal and cLTPinduced spine growth and formation (Park et al., 2006) . These effects are very similar to the deficits we observed in Grasp1 KO mice, suggesting that GRASP1 and Stx13 function collaboratively in regulating brain function. The increased binding of S73N mutant to Stx13 and GRIP1 may reflect an enhanced recycling trafficking of GRIP1 and GRIP1-scaffolded cargos such as AMPARs. Alternatively, it may reflect a failure in the dissociation of Stx13 with GRASP1 that can prevent Rab11 recycling endosome formation and an accumulation of recycling cargos. Our recycling assay showed a clear impairment of AMPAR recycling with a significant accumulation of AMPARs in the recycling endosomes in S73N neurons, strongly supporting the latter possibility and suggesting that deficient recycling endosome maturation may underlie ID etiology.
In conclusion, our results indicate a critical role for GRASP1 in cognitive function. Loss of GRASP1 in mice impairs neuronal structure and function as well as learning and memory. Importantly, GRASP1 mutations identified from ID patients cause deficient AMPAR recycling as well as structural and functional plasticity, and extend the significance of GRASP1-mediated endosomal trafficking to human cognitive disorders.
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: Cell Cultures and Transfection HEK293T cells (ATCC) were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, 50U/mL penicillin and 50 mg/mL streptomycin. Cells were transfected using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's instructions, and processed 48 hr after transfection.
Hippocampal or cortical neurons from E18 rat pups were plated onto poly-L-lysine coated coverslips or plates in 5% horse serum (HS)-containing Neurobasal medium with freshly added supplements (2% B27, 2 mM Glutamax, 50 U/ml penicillin and 50 mg/streptomycin). Hippocampal neurons were switched to serum-free Neurobasal medium with supplements one day post-seeding and fed once a week with same medium and supplements. Cortical neurons were switched to 1% HS containing Neurobasal medium one day post-seeding, treated with FDU (5 mM 5-Fluro-2 0 -deoxyuridine and 5 mM Uridine) to stop glia proliferation at day-in-vitro (DIV) 5 and fed twice a week with glia-conditioned, 1% HS containing Neurobasal medium with supplements. For staining and live imaging, hippocampal neurons were plated at a density of 80,000 and 150,000 per well into 12-well tissue culture plates. Neurons were transfected at DIV16-18 using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) following manufacture's manual, and the cells were used 3-4 days later. For biochemistry, cortical or hippocampal neurons were plated at a high density of 250,000 cells/well into 12-well plates or 650,000 cells/well into 6-well plates and were used at 2-3 weeks old.
X linked-Intellectual Disability (XL-ID) Human Samples
The study cohorts of XL-ID probands and normal controls were described previously (Wu et al., 2007) . XL-ID patients and normal controls were recruited from Greenwood Genetic Center (Greenwood, SC), Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore, MD), Coriell Cell Repositories (Camden, NJ), and ECACC (Salisbury, UK). Human subject research protocols were approved by Institutional Review Board (IRB) at respective institutions. An informed consent was obtained from each study patient and/or their parents or guardians. These patients were evaluated by clinical geneticists and underwent standard laboratory evaluations for ID. All patients had a normal karyotype and a negative molecular test for fragile X syndrome, as well as a negative screen for common inborn errors of metabolism. For each patient, 5-10 mL of blood was collected to establish lymphoblast cell lines by Epstein-Barr virus transformation for preparation of genomic DNA used in the study. Variant data from the anonymous male only samples (n = 525) were extracted from the master variant output of the 1000 Genomes project (Integrated Phase 1, version 3: 20101123) as a fraction of normal controls in the study.
METHOD DETAILS
Intracellular whole-cell recordings Pairs of Graps1 WT and KO male mice at p21-23 were recorded at one animal per day in an interleaved manner with randomized sequence (some pairs started with WT first and other pairs started with KO first). Mice were anesthetized with the inhalation anesthetic isoflurane prior to decapitation. Whole brain coronal slices of 350 mm were prepared in ice-cold, oxygenated N-methyl-D-glucamine (NMDG)-based cutting solution (135 mM NMDG, 1 mM KCl, 1.2 mM KH 2 PO 4 , 0.5 mM CaCl 2 , 1.5 mM MgCl 2 , 24.2 mM choline bicarbonate and 13 mM glucose). Slices containing dorsal hippocampus were transferred to a static submersion chamber filled with oxygenated ACSF1 (119 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 1 mM NaH 2 PO 4 , 2.5 mM CaCl 2 , 1.3 mM MgSO 4 , 26.2 mM NaHCO 3 and 11 mM glucose) at room temperature allowing recovery for at least 1 hr before recording. For spontaneous AMPA mEPSC recording, slices were perfused in ACSF1 in the presence of 1 mM TTX and 100 mM picrotoxin at a flow rate of $2 ml/min. Whole cell recording pipettes (3-6 MU) were filled with internal solution (115 mM Cs-MeSO 3 , 0.4 mM EGTA, 5 mM TEA-Cl, 2.8 mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES, 3 mM Mg-ATP, 0.5 mM Na 2 -GTP, pH 7.2, osmolality 295-300 mOsm). Hippocampal CA1 neurons were patched and held at À70 mV holding potential and recording was performed at room temperature. Upon entering whole cell mode, we allowed 5 min for dialysis of the intracellular solution before collecting data. Signals were measured with MultiClamp 700B amplifier and digitized using a Digidata 1440A analog-to-digital board. Data acquisition were performed with pClamp 10.2 software and digitized at 10 kHz. mEPSCs were detected with a template matching algorithm in Clampfit 10.2 software. All equipment and software are from Axon Instruments/Molecular Devices. Averaged mEPSC amplitude and frequency were calculated from at least 100 events for each cell and cumulative distributions of the amplitude and inter-event interval are made from the first 30 mEPSC events from each cell. Access resistance (Ra) was monitored throughout the recording and only cells with Ra < 30 mOhm with < 15% changes were included for quantification. WT data were collected from 19 neurons/ 7 animals and KO data were from 18 neurons/ 6 animals from 6 litters of GRASP1 animals. For mEPSC amplitude, WT = 13.6 ± 0.5 and KO = 13.0 ± 0.2pA; p = 0.28, Mann-Whitney test; p = 0.42, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. For frequency WT = 0.32 ± 0.03 and KO = 0.23 ± 0.02 Hz; p = 0.03, Mann-Whitney test; p < 0.001, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). All data were presented as mean ± SEM.
Extracellular field recordings
Pairs of Graps1 WT and KO male mice (3-4 weeks old) were recorded at one animal per day in in an interleaved manner with randomized sequence. Mice were anesthetized with the inhalation anesthetic isoflurane prior to decapitation. Brains were rapidly dissected out and placed in ice-cold, oxygenated (95% O 2 and 5% CO 2 ) low-Ca 2+ /high-Mg 2+ dissection buffer (2.6 mM KCl, 1.25 mM NaH 2 PO 4 , 26 mM NaHCO 3 , 211 mM sucrose, 11 mM glucose, 0.5 mM CaCl 2 and 7 mM MgCl 2 ). 350 mm transverse slices from dorsal hippocampus were prepared using a vibratome (Leica; VT1200s) in dissection buffer and a cut between CA3 and CA1 was made to minimize recurrent activity during recording. Slices were then transferred to a static submersion chamber filled with oxygenated ACSF2 (125 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1.25 mM NaH 2 PO 4 , 2 mM CaCl 2 , 1 mM MgCl 2 , 25 mM NaHCO 3 and 11 mM glucose) at 30 C for recovery for at least 1 hr before LTP or 2 hr before LTD recording. Prior to recording, slices were transferred to a recording chamber where they were perfused continuously with oxygenated ACSF2 at a flow rate of $3 ml/min at 30 C. Hippocampal CA1 fEPSP was evoked at 0.033 Hz with a 125 mm platinum/ iridium concentric bipolar electrode (FHC, Bowdoinham, ME) placed in the middle of stratum radiatum of CA1. Synaptic responses were recorded with ACSF2-filled microelectrodes (1-2 MU), positioned $200 mm away (orthodromic) from the stimulating electrode, and were quantified as the initial slopes of fEPSPs. Input/output relationships were obtained for each slice with various stimulus intensity and responses were set to $45% max for LTP experiments and $55% max for LTD experiments. LTP was induced by TBS consists of 4 trains of 10 bursts at 5 Hz, with each burst consisting of four stimuli given at 100 Hz and 10 s inter-train interval. LTD were induced by LFS consists of 900 single pulses at 1 Hz. Slices with unstable baseline were discarded without further induction of LTP or LTD. All plasticity experiments are presented as responses normalized to the average of the 20 min baseline. 5 min averages taken at the indicated time were used to calculate the magnitude of plasticity and for statistical tests. For LTP, WT data were collected from 24 slices/ 8 animals and KO data were from 24 slices/ 7 animals from 5 litters of Grasp1 animals. For the magnitudes of LTP at the initial phase (5-10 min), WT = 225.3 ± 13.9 and KO = 178.3 ± 7.9%, p = 0.008, unpaired t test. For the magnitude of LTP at the maintenance phase (55-60 min), WT = 167.7 ± 7.9 and KO = 139.4 ± 5.0%, p = 0.005, unpaired t test). For LTD: WT data were collected from 14 slices/ 5 animals and KO data were from 11 slices/ 5 animals from 5 litters of GRASP1 animals. For the magnitudes of LTD (55-60 min), WT = 80.1 ± 1.9 and KO = 76.8 ± 5.9%, p = 0.60, unpaired t test). Prior to LTP and LTD recording, paired-pulse responses (PPR) were recorded with inter-stimulus intervals of 25À250 ms. PPR data were presented as a ratio of the second response slope relative to the first. 34 slices from 6 WT and 32 slices from 6 KO littermates were collected for quantifications (25ms: WT = 2.0 ± 0.04 and KO = 2.0 ± 0.05; 50ms: WT = 1.9 ± 0.03 and KO = 2.0 ± 0.04; 100ms: WT = 1.8 ± 0.03 and KO = 1.8 ± 0.03; 150ms: WT = 1.6 ± 0.02 and KO = 1.6 ± 0.03; 250ms: WT = 1.4 ± 0.01 and KO = 1.4 ± 0.02; p > 0.05, two-way ANOVA).
Morris water maze (MWM)
The MWM was performed as previously described with minor modification (Volk et al., 2013) . Briefly, Graps1 WT and KO male littermates were group housed at 3-5 animals (containing both genotypes) per cage after wean and an independent examiner, blind to animal genotypes, performed the MWM experiment when the animals were at their adult age of 2-5 month old. Mice after handling (3 min each day for 4 consecutive days) were trained to find a submerged platform in a water maze using four visual cues surrounding the pool to test their spatial learning followed by a probe trial to test their memory retention. Prior to the first training trial, mice were given a single habituation trial without the platform to assess any spatial bias and their basal swim speed. For training (day1-4), mice were randomly introduced to different start locations of the pool for each trial with the hidden platform maintained in the same quadrant (target quadrant). Swim path and latency to locate the platform was tracked and determined by a computerized video tracking system (Any-maze). Mice were trained 4 trials per sessions, 2 sessions per day over 4 days and the averaged performance per session were plotted to show the learning curve and used for statistical analysis. For probe test (day5), the platform was removed and the swimming in each quadrant and specifically the preference for the target quadrant was measured to evaluate spatial memory. Visual and sensorimotor skills were assessed with a visible platform placed at various locations after the probe test. Two independent experiments from two cohorts of animals, each containing 10 pairs of Grasp1 WT/KO littermates, were used for quantification. All values and statics were listed in Tables S1 and S2 .
Inhibitory avoidance (IA)
The step-through IA was performed as previously described (Volk et al., 2010) . Briefly, Grasp1 WT and KO male littermates were group housed at 2-5 animals per cage containing both genotypes after wean and the examiner performing IA experiments was blind to animal genotype until the end of IA testing. Adult or juvenile mice were handled for 3 min each day for 4 consecutive days before beginning experiments. The IA apparatus (Coulbourn Instruments) consisted of a metal grid floor as well as a light chamber and a dark chamber connected by a guillotine-style door was used to test associative learning and memory in Grasp1 mice. For habituation (day 1), a mouse was placed in the light chamber for explore freely until it crossed to the dark side, which triggered the door to be closed. The latency to crossover was automatically recorded and the mouse was returned promptly to the home cage. For training (day 2), the mouse was reintroduced to the light chamber. Similarly, the door was closed and the latency of crossover side was recorded. Additionally, the mouse received a 2 s, scrambled, mild 0.4-mA foot shock following the entry of the dark chamber. The mouse remained in the dark chamber for 15 s after shock before returning to the home cage. For testing (day 3), 24 hr after training the mouse was reintroduced to the light chamber. The latency of crossover to the dark chamber was recorded as a measure of associative learning and memory performance. The maximum latency was set at 5 min. For adult Grasp1 mice ($3 month), data were collected from 13 WT and 10 KO mice from 5 litters and 3 independent experiments. The latency to crossover to the dark chamber before shock were WT = 21.5 ± 6.2 and KO = 16.3 ± 3.3 s; and after shock were WT = 237.8 ± 24.2 and KO = 104.5 ± 29.4 s (p < 0.001, two-way ANOVA). For juvenile mice (p21-22), data were collected from 16 WT and 16 KO from 9 litters and 5 independent experiments. The latency to crossover to the dark chamber before shock were WT = 27.4 ± 6.2 and KO = 20.2 ± 6.1 s; and after shock were WT = 175.9 ± 27.0 and KO = 97.4 ± 21.4 s (p < 0.001, two-way ANOVA).
Glycine-induced LTP
For cLTP experiments, cultured hippocampal or cortical neurons were first incubated for 15-20 min at 37 C in culture ACSF (143 mM NaCl, 5mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 10 mM HEPES, 10 mM Glucose, pH7.2, Osm 305) supplemented with 1 mM MgCl 2 , 500 nM TTX, 20 mM Bicuculine and 1 mM Strychnine, followed by a 5 min cLTP induction with 200 mM glycine in culture ACSF with same supplements but not MgCl 2 , and then returned to the culture ACSF for 20-25 min prior to lysis or homogenate for co-immunoprecipitation (cortical or hippocampal neurons) or PSD preparation (cortical neurons).
Culture neuron Imaging and Image analysis
The AMPA-induced AMPAR recycling assay was performed as previously described with minor modifications (Hoogenraad et al., 2010) . Briefly, rat hippocampal neurons at DIV16-18 were transfected with GFP and a control vector (vector ctrl), shRNA for GRASP1 protein knockdown (KD), or KD plus either shRNA-resistant GRASP1 WT, S73N, or R822Q as previous described. Three days after transfection, neurons were treated with either growth medium alone or medium containing 100 mM AMPA plus 100 mM D,L-APV for 2 min at 37 C. Neurons were washed once and returned to original growth medium for another 58 min at 37 C to allow internalized AMPAR to recycle before a light fix of 4 min with parafix (4% paraformaldehyde/ 4% sucrose in PBS) at room temperature. After washing with PBS and blocking with 3% BSA, surface AMPARs were labeled with 15F1 (mouse antibodies against GluA2 extracellular N-terminal domain) in PBS. Cells were then permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 for 15min, blocked again, and incubated with rabbit anti-GluA2/3 antibodies against the intracellular C-terminal domain to probe total GluA2/3 (tGluA2/3) and chicken anti-GFP to amplify the cell-fill in PBS at 4 C for overnight. Finally, neurons were rinsed, incubated with fluorescent-labeled secondary antibodies and mounted onto glass slides. Z series images at resolution of 1024x 1024 pixels with an optical interval of 1 mm covering the entire cells were obtained and the maximum intensity were projected for image analysis using MetaMorph software (Universal Imaging). Four dendritic segments (excluding primary dendrites) per neuron were outlined and thresholded for each channel with same parameters within an experiment to isolate transfected neurons and exclude diffuse background staining. Surface levels of endogenous GluA2 (sGluA2) were used as an indicator to evaluate the effect of GRASP1 ID mutations on AMPAR recycling. Integrated signals from sGluA2 were normalized to tGluA2/3 to reduce variability in GluA2 expression between cells. Data were collected from 3 independent experiments and presented as % mock-treated vector ctrl. For basal state, vector ctrl = 99.9 ± 4.3% quantified from 96 dendritic segments/ 24 neurons; KD = 102.8 ± 4.5% from 96 dendritic segments/ 24 neurons; KD+WT = 100.1 ± 4.8% from 96 dendritic segments/ 24 neurons; KD+S73N = 98.2 ± 5.4% from 96 dendritic segments/ 24 neurons; KD+R822Q = 110.0 ± 4.6% from 96 dendritic segments/ 24 neurons; p > 0.05; one-way ANOVA). To analyze endosomal distribution of internalized AMPAR, internalized GluA2 (iGluA2) were labeled and their colocalization with early, recycling and late endosomes systematically examined with well-known markers, early endosome antigen 1 (EEA1), Stx13 and lysosomal-associated membrane protein 1 (LAMP1), respectively in neurons transfected with GFP, KD, and shRNA-resistant GRASP1 WT, S73N or R822Q. Endogenous sGluA2 were first labeled with 15F1 in growth medium for 10 min, rinsed off non-bound antibodies, stimulated with AMPA to induce AMPAR internalization, rinsed again and returned to original growth medium for 43 min allowing internalized AMPAR to recycle back to the surface (all steps performed at 37 C). AMPAR trafficking was then stopped by rinsing neurons with pre-cooled 3% BSA-containing ACSF once and the sGluA2 was saturated with non-conjugated mouse secondary antibodies in 3% BSA containing ACSF at 10 C for 30 min. Neurons were then fixed for 15 min, permeablized, blocked and incubated with rabbit antibodies against various endosomal markers along with chicken-anti-GFP for overnight. iGluA2-containing AMPAR, endosomal markers and GFP were visualized with corresponding secondary antibodies conjugated with Alexa Flour 647, 546 and 488, respectively. Colocalization of internalized AMPAR with each marker was measured in the ''colocalization module'' in MetaMorph as described (Lee et al., 2004) which calculated % integrated values of internalized GluA2 overlapping with endosomal markers. Somatic area was used for colocalization measurement due to the limitation of week fluorescent signals from endosomal markers in dendrites. To minimize false positive colocalization from the Z planes, a single optical section from the most iGluA2 signals was used to determine the degree of colocalization in each cell. For early endosome colocalization, data were collected from 3 independent experiments and presented as % iGluA2 colocalization with EEA1 (KD+WT = 8.4 ± 1.0% quantified from 24 neurons; KD+S73N = 9.3 ± 1.4% from 24 neurons; KD+R822Q = 12.0 ± 1.5% from 23 neurons, p > 0.05, one-way ANOVA). For recycling endosome colocalization, data were collected from 3 independent experiments and presented as % iGluA2 colocalization with stx13 (KD+WT = 21.4 ± 3.2% quantified from 19 neurons and KD+S73N = 36.9 ± 1.8% from 17 neurons, p = 0.002; KD+WT and KD+R822Q = 32.9 ± 3.9% from 17 neurons, p = 0.021, one-way ANOVA). For late endosome colocalization, data were collected from 3 independent experiments and presented as % iGluA2 colocalization with LAMP1 (KD+WT = 22.8 ± 2.5% and KD+S73N = 23.6 ± 3.1%; KD+WT and KD+R822Q = 19.8 ± 2.1, quantified from 17 neurons each group, p > 0.05, one-way ANOVA).
Glutamate uncaging-induced LTP For uncaging experiments, rat hippocampal neurons at DIV16 were co-transfected with SEP-GluA1/2 (1:1 ratio) and DsRed2 to monitor dynamic changes of AMPAR content and spine size during LTP as well as either vector ctrl, KD, KD+WT, KD+S73N, KD+ R822Q to study their effects on activity-dependent synaptic and structural plasticity. 3-4 days after transfection, neurons were eletrophoresis (PAGE), transferred to PVDF membrane and immunoblotted to examine protein of interest using specific primary antibody. The corresponding secondary antibodies used were HRP-coupled whole antibodies (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) or light-chain specific antibodies (Jackson Immuno Research). Proteins were visualized by Luminata Forte Western HPR substrate (Millipore) and the intensity of each band on the developed films was background subtracted and measured in ImageJ software.
For experiments testing activity-induced changes in GRASP1/GRIP1 and AMPAR interactions, we immunoprecipitated AMPARs by GluA1 antibodies (clone 4.9D) from cultured cortical neurons before or after a 5 min glycine treatment at various times. IP eluents were used to analyze GRASP1, GRIP1 and GluA2 protein contents in GluA1-containing AMPAR protein complexes using respective antibodies. For GRASP1, data were collected from 7 independent experiments, presented as % NT and statistically compared to NT (NT = 100.0 ± 7.3; Gly+0 = 130.6 ± 9.8, p = 0.09; Gly+5 = 145.0 ± 8.6, p = 0.005; Gly+10 = 148.4 ± 4.3, p = 0.002; Gly+25 = 123.1 ± 12.6, n = 0.31; one-way ANOVA). For GRIP1, data were collected from 7 independent experiments, presented as % NT and statistically compared to NT (NT: 99.9 ± 10.1; Gly+0 = 115.9 ± 8.1, p > 0.99; Gly+5 = 144.0 ± 9.9, p = 0.019; Gly+10 = 148.0 ± 6.2, p = 0.009; Gly+25 = 145.4 ± 14.8, p = 0.015; one-way ANOVA). For GluA2, data were collected from 5 independent experiments, presented as % NT and statistically compared to NT (NT = 100.2 ± 6.8; Gly+0 = 110.4 ± 6.23; Gly+5 = 108.8 ± 7.6; Gly+10 = 94.4 ± 3.4; Gly+25 = 98.0 ± 10.3; p > 0.99 between all groups, one-way ANOVA).
To analyze interactions of GRASP1 ID mutants with GRIP1, HEK cells were first co-transfected with GFP tagged GRIP1 with either GRASP1 WT, S73N, R822Q or GBD deletion (dGBD) mutants. We then immunoprecipitated GRIP1-containing protein complexes with GFP antibodies (Santa Cruz) and performed western blot analysis to quantify the amount of GRASP1 in the GRIP1 protein complexes. Data were collected from 5 independent experiments, presented as % WT and statistically compared to WT. (WT = 100.0 ± 4.5; S73N = 206.0 ± 24.1, p < 0.001; R822Q = 43.7 ± 6.6, p = 0.011; dGBD = 42.6 ± 3.6, p = 0.007, one-way ANOVA). Similarly, HEK cells were co-transfected with GFP tagged Rab4 with GRASP1 WT mutants and GFP antibodies were used to immunoprecipitate GFP-Rab4 to analyze its interactions with different GRASP1s. Data were collected from 5 independent experiments, presented as % WT and statistically compared to WT (WT = 100.0 ± 12.0; S73N = 98.2 ± 12.2, p = 0.99; R822Q = 105.0 ± 9.2, p = 0.55; dGBD = 34.8 ± 10.2; p < 0.001; one-way ANOVA). For interactions with Stx13, rabbit sera against endogenous Stx13 (Synaptic Systems) were used to immunoprecipitate and analyze Stx13 interactions with WT or mutant GRASP1s. Data were collected from 7 independent experiments, presented as % WT and statistically compared to WT (WT = 100.0 ± 7.4; S73N = 552.6 ± 137.3, p < 0.001; R822Q = 83.2 ± 7.1, p = 0.86; dGBD = 62.7 ± 8.9, p = 0.66, one-way ANOVA).
PSD Preparation
Cultured cortical neurons or dorsal hippocampus tissue was collected by scraping and homogenized by passage through a 26 g needle, 12 times, in homogenization buffer (320mM sucrose, 5mM sodium pyrophosphate, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), 200 nM okadaic acid and protease inhibitors). The homogenate was centrifuged at 800xg for 10 min at 4 C to yield post-nuclear pelleted fraction 1 (P1) and supernatant fraction 1 (S1). S1 was further centrifuged at 15,000xg for 20 min at 4 C to yield P2 and S2. P2 was resuspended in milliQ water, adjusted to 4 mM HEPES (pH 7.4) from a 1 M HEPES stock solution, and incubated with agitation at 4 C for 30 min. The suspended P2 was centrifuged at 25,000xg for 20 min at 4 C to yield LP1 and LS2. LP1 was resuspended in 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), mixed with an equal volume of 1% Triton X-100, and incubated with agitation at 4 C for 15 min. The PSD was generated by centrifugation at 32,000xg for 20 min at 4 C. The final PSD pellet was resuspended in 50 mM HEPES followed by protein quantification and western blot. For IA induced synaptic AMPAR analysis, IA habituation and training were performed as previously described except that half of the mice were not given any food shock when they entering the dark chamber. Dorsal hippocampi from IA-trained (+ shock) or work-though (-shock) littermates were isolated, snap froze in liquid nitrogen at 30 min following IA training and stored at À80 C before PSD preparation. Data were collected from 6 animals each group (WT+ shock, WT-shock, KO+ shock and KO-shock) from 6 independent experiments, and presented as % non-shocked controls for each protein analyzed with western bolts (GluA1: WT = 130.3 ± 10.5 and KO = 97.0 ± 4.4%, p = 0.03; GluA2: WT = 125.6 ± 8.1 and KO = 98.8 ± 4.8%, p = 0.03; GluA3: WT = 120.8 ± 2.8 and KO = 98.0 ± 3.4%, p < 0.001; GluN1: WT = 107.3 ± 7.3 and KO = 90.4 ± 5.4%, p = 0.12; mGluR5: WT = 94.1 ± 7.1 and KO = 99.2 ± 5.2%, p = 0.59; PSD95: WT = 96.8 ± 4.2 and KO mice = 114.9 ± 10.5%, p = 0.10; unpaired t test). For cLTP induced PSD enrichment experiments, PSD were isolated from cortical neurons at DIV13 either not treated (NT) or 20 min after a 5 min glycine treatment. PSD enrichments were quantified from 4 independent experiments and presented as % NT for each protein analyzed (GRASP1 = 213.8 ± 32.7, p = 0.04; GRIP1 = 195.5 ± 21.0%, p = 0.02; GluA1 = 131.9 ± 6.0, p = 0.013; GluA2 = 123.6 ± 1.3, p < 0.001; GluA3 = 128.3 ± 8.6, p = 0.046; Stx13 = 109.9 ± 12.1; PICK1 = 116.0 ± 10.0; GluN1 = 109.5 ± 3.9; GluN2B = 110.0 ± 9.6; PSD95 = 121.0 ± 6.4, p = 0.045; one-way ANOVA).
In Utero Electroporation
In utero electroporation were performed at E14.5-16.5 mouse pups. Timed pregnant Grasp1 females were anesthetized with Avertin via intraperitoneal injection, and surgical procedures were performed to expose the uterus and embryos. A glass microcapillary pipette was used to deliver $1 mL of fast-green/ DNA mixtures containing either dsRed alone or with various GRASP1 constructs in PBS into the lateral ventricles of the embryos. Five electrical pulses at 36 V, each with a 50 ms duration, were delivered at 1 s intervals with a tweezers electrode to both hemispheres of the injected embryos. The uterus with the electroporated embryos were then replaced in the abdominal cavity and the surgical opening was sutured.
Spine Density Measurement
To quantify spine density in Grasp1 animals, pairs of WT and KO male mice at p21 were delivered to the examiner blinded to the genotype. Mice were perfused with PBS followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS at room temperature. Brains were fixed for overnight and cut into 200 mm-thickness coronal slices with a vibratome. Two slices from dorsal hippocampus were mount in PermaFluor mounting medium (Thermo Scientific) and Z series images of CA1 dendrites from Thy1-GFP mice were obtained using a Zeiss 510 laser scanning confocal microscope with a digital zoom 2 at 1,024 3 1,024 in x and y, and a z-step of 0.5 mm under a 63X objective lens. First few splits of apical secondary dendrites (around 50-150 mm away from the soma) that are parallel to the imagining plane with total dendrite length greater than 200 mm per neurons were quantified. All apparent protrusions from dendrites regardless of the shape were blindly counted as spines in the z series images and normalized to the length of dendrite in ImageJ. Data were quantified from 12 neurons each genotype from four pairs of Thy1-GFPxGrasp1 WT/KO littermates from 4 litters (WT = 1.50 ± 0.03 and KO = 1.28 ± 0.04 spines/mm; p < 0.001, unpaired t test). For slices obtained from in utero-electroporated mice, dsRed antibodies were used to amplify the dsRed2 signal for better spine visualization. Nucleus staining with DAPI was sometimes performed to highlight hippocampal structure and evaluate electroporation efficiency. 10 neurons each group were quantified from 4-5 animals derived from 2-3 litters each conditions (WT/dsR alone = 1.53 ± 0.04 and KO/dsR alone = 1.33 ± 0.02, p = 0.001; KO/WT = 1.48 ± 0.02 and KO/dsR alone, p = 0.005; KO/WT and KO/S73N = 1.36 ± 0.03, p = 0.048; KO/WT and KO/R822Q = 1.28 ± 0.04; p < 0.001, one-way ANOVA). Tail samples for all animals used were saved and their genotypes were confirmed after the completion of the experiments.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
All data were presented as mean ± SEM (standard error of the mean). All statistical details and statistical significance, calculated using Mann-Whitney test, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, un-paired t test, one-way or two-way ANOVA, were indicated in the figure legends. Fisher's LSD and Boferonni post hoc tests were used following one-way and two-way ANOVA, respectively. *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01, ***, p < 0.001.
